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1 Introduction
We now have a well defined algorithm for computing perturbative S-matrix elements of
massless gauge particles and BPS states in string theory to all orders in perturbation
theory [1–17]. These states have the property that their masses are not renormalized away
from the tree level values due to various underlying symmetries. However string theory
also contains stable and unstable particles whose masses are not protected from quantum
corrections, and a direct systematic computation of the renormalized masses and S-matrix
elements of these states is plagued with difficulties [18–31]. The main difficulty arises
from the fact that world-sheet conformal invariance requires us to use vertex operators of
dimension (0,0) for defining string amplitudes, and this condition on the dimension of the
operator translates to requiring the momenta to satisfy the tree level mass-shell condition.
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Thus in the presence of a mass renormalization we run into an apparent conflict between
the requirement of world-sheet conformal invariance and renormalized mass-shell condition.
In a previous paper [32] we described a systematic procedure for computing the renor-
malized masses and S-matrix elements of a special class of states in bosonic string theory
which do not mix with unphysical states under renormalization. Our goal in this paper
will be to generalize this procedure to general states in bosonic string theory. We shall
also briefly discuss extensions to the Neveu-Schwarz (NS) sector states in superstring and
heterotic string theories.
We shall now summarize the contents of the rest of the sections. The reason that
we had to restrict our analysis to a special class of states in [32] was to avoid the mixing
between physical and unphysical states which are degenerate at tree level. In section 2
we construct an example of a gauge theory where the tree level spectrum in a particular
gauge has accidental degeneracy between physical and unphysical states. We then develop
an algorithm for extracting the quantum corrected physical mass in this theory, with the
aim of generalizing this to string theory later.
In section 3 we review some basic results for on-shell states in closed bosonic string
theory, dividing them into physical, unphysical and pure gauge states and discuss their
off-shell generalization. We also review the prescription for defining off-shell amplitudes in
string theory which depend on the choice of local coordinates at the punctures where the
vertex operators are inserted. Finally we discuss the constraints imposed on the choice of
local coordinate system from the requirement that they be compatible with the plumbing
fixture procedure for gluing two Riemann surfaces to form a third one. This allows us to
express an off-shell amplitude as sums of products of one particle irreducible contributions
and propagators.
Section 4–6 contains our main results. In section 4 we generalize the method of section 2
for systematically computing the renormalized physical masses in string theory. We also
show that at one loop order the renormalized physical masses are independent of the
choice of local coordinate system but the renormalized masses in the unphysical / pure
gauge sector do depend on the choice of local coordinates. In section 5 we examine the
locations of the poles in the scattering amplitudes of external massless / BPS / special
states in the complex −k2 plane where k is given by the sum of some specific subset of
external momenta. We find that the possible locations of the poles are precisely at the
squares of physical and unphysical masses found using the general algorithm of section 4.
We also show that at the leading order the residues at the physical poles are non-vanishing
in general but the residues at the poles associated with the unphysical / pure gauge sector
states vanish. In section 6 we combine the results of section 4, section 5 with the result
of [32] that the S-matrices of massless / BPS / special states are independent of the choice
of local coordinate system, to argue that to all orders in string perturbation theory the
renormalized physical masses are independent of the choice of local coordinate system and
that the residues at the poles associated with the unphysical / pure gauge sector states
vanish. In other words the poles in the S-matrix elements of massless / BPS / special
states in the −k2 plane occur only at the renormalized physical mass2 defined in section 4.
The proof that physical masses are independent of the choice of local coordinates
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requires us to assume that the corresponding physical states appear in the intermediate
channel of the S-matrix of some set of massless / BPS / special states. In the examples we
have examined this always seems to hold.
Finally in section 7 we briefly discuss generalization of our analysis to Neveu-Schwarz
sector states in heterotic and superstring theories.
2 A field theory example
In this section we shall illustrate the problem of mixing between physical and unphysical
states in a gauge theory. We shall also provide an algorithm for extracting the renormalized
physical mass in this theory. This algorithm will be generalized to string theory in section 4.
2.1 The model
Consider a quantum field theory in D + 1 dimensions containing an abelian gauge field
Aµ and a pair of complex scalars φ, χ, each carrying charge q under the gauge field. We
consider a gauge invariant Lagrangian density of the form
L = −1
4
FµνF
µν − (∂µφ∗ + iqAµφ∗)(∂µφ− iqAµφ)− c (φ∗φ− v2)2
−(∂µχ∗ + iqAµχ∗)(∂µχ− iqAµχ)− V (φ, χ) ,
Fµν ≡ ∂µAν − ∂νAµ , (2.1)
where V (φ, χ) is a potential whose detailed properties will be discussed shortly, but for
now we just mention that it plays no role in the breaking of the U(1) gauge symmetry.
Minimizing the potential in the first line we see that |φ| = v is the minimum of the potential.
We choose φ = v as the vacuum expectation value of φ. We now define φR,I , χR,I via
φ = v +
1√
2
(φR + iφI), χ =
1√
2
(χR + iχI), (2.2)
and
m ≡
√
2 q v . (2.3)
We now describe the choice of the potential V (φ, χ). We require it to have the property
that when expanded around the point (φ = v, χ = 0), it has an expansion of the form
− 1
2
m20χ
2
R −
1
2
m2χ2I + cubic and higher order terms in φR, φI , χR, χI , (2.4)
where m0 is an arbitrary mass parameter but m has been chosen to be the same quantity
defined in (2.3). Using this we get, after throwing away total derivative terms,
L = −1
2
∂µAν∂
µAν− 1
2
m2AµA
µ+
1
2
(∂µAµ −mφI)2− 1
2
∂µφI∂
µφI− 1
2
m2φ2I−
1
2
∂µφR∂
µφR
−2 c v2 φ2R −
1
2
∂µχI∂
µχI − 1
2
m2χ2I −
1
2
∂µχR∂
µχR − 1
2
m20 χ
2
R + interaction terms .
(2.5)
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To this we add a gauge fixing term
Lgf = −1
2
(∂µAµ −mφI)2 , (2.6)
so that the third term in L is cancelled by Lgf in the total Lagrangian density L + Lgf .
The resulting Lagrangian has the fields Aµ, φI and χI all carrying mass m, whereas φR
and χR carry different masses.
Now if we work in the momentum space and are at the rest frame k = (k0,~0) then the
fields Ai transform in the vector representation of the little group SO(D) whereas the fields
A0, φI and χI transform in the scalar representation of the same group. At tree level the
fields Ai and χI are physical whereas the fields A0 and φI are unphysical.
1 In particular
by choosing unitary gauge we can remove A0 and φI from the spectrum. Alternatively by
choosing another gauge fixing term e.g. −(∂µAµ−mξ φI)2/(2ξ) with ξ 6= 1 we could make
the unphysical fields A0 and φI have mass different from m and hence non-degenerate
with the physical fields. We shall however work with ξ = 1 and address the problems
associated with the degeneracy directly since this is what we shall need to do in string
theory. Our main goal will be to disentangle the physical and unphysical states after
inclusion of loop corrections.
Now it is clear that under loop corrections the SO(D) vector fields Ai cannot mix with
the unphysical fields and hence they remain physical states. These are the analogs of the
special states considered in [32]. However the state χI can now mix with A0 and φI . To
see what kind of mixing is possible, we note that according the general principle of gauge
theory the corrections must take the form of a gauge invariant term written in terms of the
original variables φ, χ, Aµ together with a possible renormalizaton of the gauge fixing term.
Let us suppose that quantum corrections generate a gauge invariant mass term for χ of the
form −αχ∗χ and changes the gauge fixing term (2.6) to −(∂µAµ−mφI + βφI + γχI)2/2.2
Here, α, β and γ are in principle computable constants which arise from loop corrections.
Adding these to (2.1) we can express the quadratic terms involving Aµ, φI and χI as
−1
2
∂µAν∂
µAν − 1
2
m2AµA
µ − 1
2
∂µφI∂
µφI − 1
2
m2φ2I −
1
2
∂µχI∂
µχI − 1
2
m2χ2I
−1
2
αχ2I − βφI∂µAµ +
1
2
(2mβ − β2)φ2I − γχI∂µAµ −
1
2
γ2χ2I + (m− β) γ φI χI . (2.7)
In momentum space, up to overall multiplication and momentum conserving delta func-
tions, the quadratic Lagrangian density in the ~k = 0 sector can be written as
1
2
Ai(−k){(k0)2 −m2}Ai(k) + 1
2
(
A0(−k) φI(−k) χI(−k)
)
M
A0(k)φI(k)
χI(k)
 , (2.8)
1In the language that we shall develop shortly, one linear combination of these fields will be called
unphysical and the other will be called pure gauge.
2We could have also changed the coefficient of the ∂µA
µ inside the gauge fixing term and added other
gauge invariant terms, but the corrections we have taken are sufficiently general to illustrate the basic
points.
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where
M =
−(E2 −m2) iE β iE γ−iE β E2 − (m− β)2 (m− β)γ
−iE γ (m− β)γ E2 −m2 − γ2 − α
 , E ≡ k0 . (2.9)
As expected Ai(k)’s, being special states, do not mix with other fields. In this example its
mass is not affected by the quantum corrections, but this is just a consequence of the limited
number of terms we have added, e.g. this could change if we had added a gauge invariant
term proportional to FµνF
µν in the quantum corrections to the Lagrangian density.
Let us define the matrices
I =
−1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 , F˜T =
 0 iE β iE γ−iE β 2mβ − β2 (m− β)γ
−iE γ (m− β)γ −γ2 − α
 , (2.10)
so that we can write
M = −{(m2 − E2)I − F˜T } . (2.11)
The full propagator (up to overall sign and factors of i) is then given by
VT = −M−1 = {(m2 − E2)I − F˜T }−1 , (2.12)
and the renormalized squared masses are the locations of the poles of this matrix in the
E2 plane. Only one of these poles is physical. We need to find a systematic algorithm
for determining which one is physical and calculate its location. This will be done in
section 2.2, but to facilitate the analysis we shall now introduce a few notations.
Let us introduce a set of basis states as follows:
|p〉 =
00
1
 , |g〉 = 1|E|√2
−iE|E|
0
 , |u〉 = 1|E|√2
 iE|E|
0
 . (2.13)
The conjugate basis 〈p|, 〈g| and 〈u| are defined by taking transpose together with a change
of sign of the momentum vector. The latter operation changes the sign of E and hence
effectively the conjugate basis corresponds to hermitian conjugates of the vectors (2.13).
Then we have the following identities〈g|I|g〉 〈g|I|u〉 〈g|I|p〉〈u|I|g〉 〈u|I|u〉 〈u|I|p〉
〈p|I|g〉 〈p|I|u〉 〈p|I|p〉
 =
0 1 01 0 0
0 0 1
 . (2.14)
We shall call |p〉, |g〉 and |u〉 as tree level physical, pure gauge and unphysical states
respectively. The name pure gauge for |g〉 stems from the fact that on-shell (at |E| = m)
this describes a pure gauge deformation of the vacuum at the linearized level and the name
physical originates from the fact that the χI field represented by the vector |p〉 is the
physical field at the tree level.
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2.2 The algorithm for computing the physical mass
Our goal will be to develop an algorithm for finding the corrected physical state and the
physical mass after taking into account the quantum correction to M represented by F˜T .
Furthermore instead of aiming at the exact result we want to do this perturbatively in
the parameters α, β, γ since this is what we need in string theory. The problem is made
complicated by the fact that the full matrix M is expected to have zero eigenvalue at
more than one value of E near m, and we expect only one of these to represent physical
mass. Letmp be the quantum corrected physical mass, and |p〉′ be the eigenvector with zero
eigenvalue at E = mp. Then naively we might expect that as we switch off the perturbation
parameters α, β, γ, the vector |p〉′ should approach the unperturbed physical state |p〉 and
we can use this as a criterion for identifying the quantum corrected physical state. The
problem however is that since the unperturbed matrix has three different eigenvectors
with zero eigenvalue at E = m, what we have here is an analog of degenerate perturbation
theory and there is no guarantee that the eigenvectors of the quantum corrected matrix will
approach a particular unperturbed eigenvector in the limit of switching off the perturbation.
Indeed, we shall see that in general it is not possible to construct an eigenvector with zero
eigenvalue in the perturbed theory that approaches the particular vector |p〉 in the limit
α, β, γ → 0. The best we can do is to find such an eigenvector that approaches a linear
combination of the unperturbed physical state |p〉 and the unperturbed pure gauge state
|g〉 as we switch off the perturbation. We shall take this as the criterion for identifying the
quantum corrected physical state and look for an algorithm for constructing such a state.
With this goal in mind, we now seek a change of basis of the form
|p〉′ = A|p〉+B|g〉+ C|u〉, |g〉′ = |g〉+D|p〉, |u〉′ = |u〉+K|p〉 , (2.15)
such that the following conditions hold′〈g|I|g〉′ ′〈g|I|u〉′ ′〈g|I|p〉′′〈u|I|g〉′ ′〈u|I|u〉′ ′〈u|I|p〉′
′〈p|I|g〉′ ′〈p|I|u〉′ ′〈p|I|p〉′
 =
∗ ∗ 0∗ ∗ 0
0 0 1
 , (2.16)
and ′〈g|F˜T |g〉′ ′〈g|F˜T |u〉′ ′〈g|F˜T |p〉′′〈u|F˜T |g〉′ ′〈u|F˜T |u〉′ ′〈u|F˜T |p〉′
′〈p|F˜T |g〉′ ′〈p|F˜T |u〉′ ′〈p|F˜T |p〉′
 =
∗ ∗ 0∗ ∗ 0
0 0 ∗
 . (2.17)
where ∗ denotes unconstrained numbers. Notice that (2.15) is not the most general change
of basis. In fact the most general change of basis is related to the one given in (2.15)
by arbitrary mixing between the states |u〉′ and |g〉′ without involving |p〉′. However all
the conditions demanded in (2.16), (2.17) are invariant under such a change of basis and
hence by taking convenient linear combinations of |u〉′ and |g〉′ satisfying (2.16), (2.17)
we can always ensure that the change of basis is of the form given in (2.15). We now
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substitute (2.15) into (2.16), (2.17) and use (2.14) to get
A∗A+B∗C + C∗B = 1, D∗A+ C = 0, K∗A+B = 0 ,
A〈u|F˜T |p〉+B〈u|F˜T |g〉+ C〈u|F˜T |u〉+K∗A〈p|F˜T |p〉+K∗B〈p|F˜T |g〉+K∗C〈p|F˜T |u〉= 0
A〈g|F˜T |p〉+B〈g|F˜T |g〉+ C〈g|F˜T |u〉+D∗A〈p|F˜T |p〉+D∗B〈p|F˜T |g〉+D∗C〈p|F˜T |u〉= 0 .
(2.18)
We shall soon discuss how to construct A,B,C,D,K perturbatively satisfying (2.18)
and the criteria mentioned at the beginning of this subsection. However let us first examine
the consequences of (2.16) and (2.17). Using these equations we see that in the primed
basis the matrices I and F˜T are exactly block diagonal, with the |p〉′ block having no
mixing with the |u〉′ and |g〉′ blocks. Of course the basis we have chosen is not orthonormal
in the (|u〉′, |g〉′) sector, but this can be rectified by appropriate linear transformation in
the (|u〉′, |g〉′) space without affecting the |p〉′-|p〉′ element. Thus we get
′〈p|VT |p〉′ = {(m2 − E2)− F˜ (E)}−1 , (2.19)
where
F˜ (E) ≡ ′〈p|F˜T |p〉′
= A∗A〈p|F˜T |p〉+A∗B〈p|F˜T |g〉+A∗C〈p|F˜T |u〉+B∗A〈g|F˜T |p〉+B∗B〈g|F˜T |g〉
+B∗C〈g|F˜T |u〉+ C∗A〈u|F˜T |p〉+ C∗B〈u|F˜T |g〉+ C∗C〈u|F˜T |u〉 . (2.20)
The pole of (2.19) can be constructed iteratively by expressing this equation as
E2 = m2 − F˜ (E), (2.21)
and solving the equation iteratively by starting with E2 = m2. We can identify this as the
physical pole provided the following two conditions hold:
1. Let us introduce a perturbation parameter λ and take
α ∼ λ, β ∼ λ, γ ∼ λ . (2.22)
In particular if α, β, γ arise at one loop order then the power of λ counts the number
of loops. We need to ensure that the coefficient of λn in the expressions for A, · · ·K
and F˜ (E) are free from any pole at E ≃ m for every n. Otherwise the iterative
procedure for finding the solution that starts with E = m will break down.
2. We also need to ensure that the coefficient C approaches 0 in the limit λ → 0 and
E → m so that the state |p〉′ approaches a linear combination of the tree level physical
state and tree level pure gauge state in this limit. |p〉′ will then satisfy the criteria
mentioned at the beginning of this subsection.
We shall now discuss how to solve (2.18) satisfying these conditions. Since each matrix
element of F˜T is of order λ, we can factor out the overall factor of λ from the last two
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equations in (2.18), take the λ → 0 limit, and regard (2.18) as a set of λ independent
equations which can be solved to determine the leading order result for the coefficients
A, · · ·K. It is easy to check that leaving aside an overall phase there are as many unknowns
as the number of equations, and hence we expect these equations to have solutions. Solving
the leading order equations can in fact be facilitated by using another expansion parameter,
namely (E2 −m2). For this we note that (2.10), (2.13) gives
λ−1〈p|F˜T |g〉 ∼ O(E2 −m2) +O(λ), λ−1〈g|F˜T |p〉 ∼ O(E2 −m2) +O(λ),
λ−1〈g|F˜T |g〉 ∼ O(E2 −m2) +O(λ) , (2.23)
while the other matrix elements of λ−1F˜T are of order unity as E → m and λ→ 0. Making
use of (2.23), let us look for a leading order in λ solution in which
A,B,K ∼ 1, C,D ∼ (E2 −m2) . (2.24)
Using (2.23), (2.24) we see that to the leading order in λ, (2.18) gives
A∗A = 1 +O(E2 −m2), D∗A+ C = 0, K∗A+B = 0,
λ−1
{
A〈u|F˜T |p〉+B〈u|F˜T |g〉+K∗A〈p|F˜T |p〉
}
= O(E2 −m2) ,
λ−1
{
A〈g|F˜T |p〉+B〈g|F˜T |g〉+ C〈g|F˜T |u〉+D∗A〈p|F˜T |p〉
}
= O((E2 −m2)2) .
(2.25)
Each term in the left hand side of the first, third and fourth equations is of order unity
and each term in the left hand side of the third and fifth equations is of order (E2 −m2).
The solution is
A = 1 +O(E2 −m2), K∗ = {〈u|F˜T |g〉 − 〈p|F˜T |p〉}−1〈u|F˜T |p〉+O(E2 −m2),
D∗ = {〈g|F˜T |u〉 − 〈p|F˜T |p〉}−1{〈g|F˜T |p〉 −K∗〈g|F˜T |g〉}+O((E2 −m2)2) ,
B = −K∗ +O(E2 −m2), C = −D∗ +O((E2 −m2)2) . (2.26)
Using (2.23) and the comments below it, we see that as long as the order λ contribution to
{〈u|F˜T |g〉 − 〈p|F˜T |p〉} does not vanish (and in particular does not have zero at E2 = m2),
A, B and K given in (2.26) are of order unity, while C and D are of order (E2 −m2), in
agreement with our assumption (2.24). The reader may be surprised by the appearance of
the one loop term {〈u|F˜T |g〉 − 〈p|F˜T |p〉} in the denominator in a perturbation theory, but
this is simply a consequence of the degenerate perturbation theory that we need to carry
out in this case. Requiring {〈u|F˜T |g〉−〈p|F˜T |p〉} to be non-zero is equivalent to demanding
that the degeneracy between the physical and the unphysical / pure gauge states is lifted
at the first order. Starting with (2.26) we can now iteratively solve the system of equations
in a power series in λ and (E2 −m2). For this we choose A to be real,3 express eqs. (2.18)
3Eqs. (2.18) have a symmetry under which the constants A,B,C are multiplied by an overall phase. We
have chosen this phase appropriately to make A real.
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as
A =
√
1−B∗C − C∗B ,
K∗ = {〈u|F˜T |g〉 − 〈p|F˜T |p〉}−1
[
A〈u|F˜T |p〉+ (B +K∗)〈u|F˜T |g〉+ C〈u|F˜T |u〉
+K∗(A− 1)〈p|F˜T |p〉+K∗B〈p|F˜T |g〉+K∗C〈p|F˜T |u〉
]
,
D∗ = {〈g|F˜T |u〉 − 〈p|F˜T |p〉}−1
[
A〈g|F˜T |p〉+B〈g|F˜T |g〉+ (C +D∗)〈g|F˜T |u〉
+D∗(A− 1)〈p|F˜T |p〉+D∗B〈p|F˜T |g〉+D∗C〈p|F˜T |u〉
]
,
C = −D∗A, B = −K∗A , (2.27)
and evaluate the right hand sides of these equations iteratively, beginning with the leading
order solution. To get a perturbation expansion we also need to expand {〈u|F˜T |g〉 −
〈p|F˜T |p〉}−1 in a power series in λ starting with the leading order solution. Each power
of λ will be free from any pole near E2 = m2 as long as the leading order result for
λ−1{〈u|F˜T |g〉 − 〈p|F˜T |p〉} does not have any zero near E2 = m2. Once we determine the
coefficients A, · · ·K we can also determine F˜ (E) using (2.20).
Note that in this scheme even in a fixed order in λ we need to iterate the procedure
infinite number of times to generate all powers of E2 − m2. However eventually we are
interested in computing these coefficients at the physical mass2 which differs from m2 by
order λ. Similarly when we solve (2.21) to find the location of the pole, we need to know
the expansion of F˜ (E) to order (E2−m2)n for computing the correction to mass2 to order
λn+1. Thus for computing physical quantities to any given order in λ we need to run the
iteration only a finite number of times.
We now observe that since eq. (2.26) gives B ≃ −K∗ ∼ 1, it follows from (2.15) that
|p〉′ differs from |p〉 by an order one term proportional to the pure gauge states. This is
a consequence of having degenerate eigenvalues at the tree level and will continue to be
true in string theory as well. On the other hand since C ∼ E2 −m2 which is of order λ
when E is set equal to the corrected physical mass, the coefficient of |u〉 in |p〉′ vanishes as
λ→ 0. Thus the quantum corrected physical state approaches a linear combination of the
unperturbed physical state and the unperturbed pure gauge state in the limit in which we
switch off the perturbation. This is consistent with the criteria for identifying the quantum
corrected physical state that we set out at the beginning of this subsection.
2.3 Explicit evaluation of the physical mass
Let us now explicitly evaluate the coefficients A, · · ·K and F (E) for the problem at hand
and from this find the location of the physical pole. From (2.10), (2.13) it follows that here
〈p|F˜T |p〉 = −γ2 − α,
〈g|F˜T |g〉 = β
2
(2m− β − 2|E|),
〈u|F˜T |u〉 = β
2
(2m− β + 2|E|),
〈p|F˜T |g〉 = 〈g|F˜T |p〉 = 1√
2
(−|E|+m− β)γ,
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〈p|F˜T |u〉 = 〈u|F˜T |p〉 = 1√
2
(|E|+m− β)γ,
〈g|F˜T |u〉 = 〈u|F˜T |g〉 = β
2
(2m− β), (2.28)
This gives the leading order solutions (2.26) to be
A = 1, B = −K = − 1√
2
(βm+ α)−1γ(m+ |E|),
C = −D = −(βm+ α)−1
{
1√
2
(−|E|+m)γ − βγ√
2
(m2 − E2)(βm+ α)−1
}
. (2.29)
There are corrections to these solutions of order λ and also of order (E2−m2) ((E2−m2)2 in
C and D), but these will not be needed for computing the leading correction to the physical
mass. Since α, β, γ are each of order λ we see that B ≃ −K∗ ∼ 1 and C ≃ −D∗ ∼ (|E|−m)
in the λ→ 0 limit, in agreement with the general results quoted earlier. Substituting these
into (2.20) and using (2.28) we get
F˜ (E) = −α+O(λ2) +O(λ)(|E| −m) . (2.30)
The iterative procedure (2.21) now gives the leading order correction to the physical mass
E2 = m2 + α+O(λ2) . (2.31)
The physical state at leading order in λ, obtained from (2.13), (2.15), (2.25) and (2.29) is
given by, for E =
√
m2 + α  iγE/(α+ βm)−γm/(α+ βm)
1
+O(λ) . (2.32)
Let us compare this with the exact result. We have from (2.9)
detM = −(E2 −m2 +mβ)2(E2 −m2 − α) . (2.33)
This has zeroes at E2 = m2 + α and E2 = m2 − mβ. Since we know that β enters
through the renormalized gauge fixing term, the physical mass should not depend on β.
This determines the physical pole to be at
E2 = m2 + α , (2.34)
which agrees with the perturbative result (2.31). Furthermore at E =
√
m2 + α we can
easily compute the zero eigenvector of M and it is given by
v =
 iγE/(α+ βm)−γm/(α+ βm)
1
 . (2.35)
This agrees with the perturbative result (2.32) up to corrections of order λ.
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2.4 Masses of the unphysical / pure gauge states
For completeness we shall also describe the computation of the masses in the unphysical /
pure gauge sector using perturbation theory. For this we define the matrices
I ′ =
(
′〈g|I|g〉′ ′〈g|I|u〉′
′〈u|I|g〉′ ′〈u|I|u〉′
)
, F˜ ′ =
(
′〈g|F˜T |g〉′ ′〈g|F˜T |u〉′
′〈u|F˜T |g〉′ ′〈u|F˜T |u〉′
)
. (2.36)
Then the unphysical / pure gauge sector masses will be at the zeroes of the eigenvalues of
the matrix
(m2 − E2)I ′ − F˜ ′(E) , (2.37)
as a function of E.4 For computing the first subleading correction to the unphysical mass
we can use the ansatz that the zero eigenvalue of (2.37) will occur at (E −m) ∼ λ and
evaluate each matrix element to order λ using this ansatz. Since (m2 − E2) ∼ λ we have
to evaluate I ′ to order unity. It follows from (2.15) and the fact that at the leading order
D ∼ (E2 −m2) ∼ λ that I ′ to order λ0 has the structure(
0 1
1 K∗K
)
, (2.38)
with K given in (2.26). On the other hand (2.15), (2.23) and (2.24) shows that F˜ ′ to order
λ has the structure (
0 〈g|F˜T |u〉
〈u|F˜T |g〉 ′〈u|F˜T |u〉′
)
. (2.39)
Thus for computing order λ correction to the unphysical / pure gauge sector masses we
need to look for zero eigenvalue of the matrix(
0 (m2 − E2)− 〈g|F˜T |u〉
(m2 − E2)− 〈u|F˜T |g〉 (m2 − E2)K∗K − ′〈u|F˜T |u〉′
)
. (2.40)
Now in order that a matrix has zero eigenvalue, its determinant must vanish. From the
structure of the matrix given above it is clear that this requires one of the off-diagonal
elements to vanish. Since the off-diagonal elements are conjugates of each other and hence
vanish at the same value of E, the condition for zero eigenvalue of the (2.40) can be stated as
(m2 − E2)− 〈u|F˜T |g〉 = 0 . (2.41)
Using the value of 〈u|F˜T |g〉 quoted in (2.28) we see that to order λ the renormalized masses
in the unphysical / pure gauge sector occur at the zero of
E2 −m2 +mβ = 0 . (2.42)
This is in agreement with the exact result quoted below (2.33).
4It follows from (2.15), (2.24) that I′ is a non-singular matrix near E ∼ m and hence the zero eigenvalue
of (2.37) occurs at the same value of E as that of m2 − E2 − (I′)−1F˜ ′(E).
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3 Organization of off-shell amplitudes in string theory
In this section we shall discuss some general aspects of off-shell states and off-shell ampli-
tudes in closed bosonic string theory.
3.1 Off-shell string states and a basis
We begin by describing the space of off-shell string states with which we shall work and
reviewing some well known results about the choice of basis for off-shell states. Off-shell
string states are required to satisfy the following conditions:
1. They have ghost number 2 where we count the c, c¯ ghosts to have ghost number 1,
b, b¯ ghosts to have ghost number −1 and SL(2,C) invariant vacuum to have ghost
number 0.
2. They are annihilated by the b, b¯ ghost zero modes b0 and b¯0 and L0 − L¯0 where L¯n
and Ln are the total left and right moving Virasoro generators.
This is also the space of off-shell states in covariant closed string field theory in the Siegel
gauge [33]. The requirement of annihilation by (L0 − L¯0) and (b0 − b¯0) is needed for
consistently defining off-shell amplitude [34] whereas the condition (b0 + b¯0) |state〉 = 0 is
needed to make the kinetic operator invertible.5 In this space we can introduce a non-
degenerate inner product between states |s〉 and |s′〉 via
〈s|s′〉 ≡ 〈s|c0c¯0|s′〉BPZ (3.1)
where 〈r|r′〉BPZ is the BPZ inner product. In defining the bra 〈r| corresponding to a given
ket |r〉 we reverse the sign of the momentum. We also remove the momentum conserving
delta function from the definition of the inner product. The fact that the inner product is
non-degenerate follows from the Fock space representation of the basis states.
On-shell condition for the string state |s〉 takes the form
L0|s〉 = 0 , (3.2)
which also implies L¯0|s〉 = 0. On-shell we can divide the states into physical, pure gauge
and unphysical states as follows. First of all pure gauge states are of the form
QB|r〉 (3.3)
5In contrast the off-shell states in gauge invariant closed string field theory of [33] are only annihilated
by (b0− b¯0) and (L0− L¯0). Like in all gauge theories, the kinetic operator in this theory is not invertible till
we fix a gauge and the Siegel gauge condition of annihilation by (b0 + b¯0) precisely does that. In quantum
closed string field theory we also need to relax the constraint on the ghost number and allow states of all
ghost numbers to propagate in the loop. In our analysis we shall dump all the loop contributions into one
particle irreducible (1PI) amplitudes and express the full amplitude as sum of tree diagrams constructed out
of 1PI amplitudes as vertices and tree level propagators. Thus the only place where we have to explicitly
introduce off-shell states is as the external lines of the 1PI amplitudes and as the states propagating along
the propagator in the tree amplitudes. These states always carry ghost number two when we compute
physical amplitudes relevant for mass renormalization or S-matrix elements, and hence we have put that
restriction on the definition of off-shell states.
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where QB is the total BRST charge (left moving plus right moving) and |r〉 is a state of
ghost number 1 annihilated by b0, b¯0, L0 and L¯0. Since QB has ghost number 1, commutes
with Ln, L¯n and {QB, b0} = L0 and {QB, b¯0} = L¯0, it follows that QB|r〉 has ghost number
2 and is annihilated by b0, b¯0, L0 and L¯0.
Physical states are defined to be states of ghost number two which are annihilated by
QB, b0, b¯0, L0 and L¯0 but cannot be written in the form QB|r〉 with |r〉 annihilated by b0,
b¯0, L0 and L¯0. It follows from this that the physical states are orthogonal to pure gauge
states. The main point to note is that {QB, c0} and {QB, c¯0} do not have any c0 or c¯0
factor, and hence the matrix elements of {QB, c0} and {QB, c¯0} between states, satisfying
condition 2 above, vanish. The same argument, together with the relation Q2B = 0, shows
that the pure gauge states also have vanishing inner product with pure gauge states. A
linearly independent basis of physical states is the maximal set of physical states satisfying
the condition that no linear combination of these basis states is a pure gauge state.
Now since the inner product is non-degenerate there must exist states which have non-
vanishing inner product with the pure gauge states. These states are annihilated by b0, b¯0,
L0 and L¯0, but not by QB. We shall call them unphysical states. We can choose a linearly
independent basis of unphysical states such that no linear combination is annihilated by
QB. The number of such basis states must be at least equal to the number of pure gauge
states so that we have a non-degenerate inner product matrix. We shall now argue that the
number is actually equal to the number of pure gauge states. For this let us temporarily
relax the constraint on the ghost number and consider states of all ghost number annihilated
by b0, b¯0, L0 and L¯0. Then since for every unphysical state |s〉 of ghost number g, QB|s〉 is
a pure gauge state of ghost number g+1, we conclude that the number of pure gauge states
at ghost number g + 1 is the same as the number of unphysical states at ghost number
g. On the other hand, since the inner product (3.1) pairs states of ghost number g and
4− g, we know from our previous argument that the number of unphysical states at ghost
number 3− g must be at least equal to the number of pure gauge states at ghost number
g + 1 and hence the number of unphysical states at ghost number g. Taking g → 3− g we
can arrive at the reverse conclusion. This shows that the number of unphysical states at
ghost number 3− g should be equal to the number of unphysical states at ghost number g
and hence the number of pure gauge states at ghost number g + 1. Taking g = 1 we see
that the number of unphysical states at ghost number 2 must be equal to the number of
pure gauge states at ghost number 2. This is the promised result.
Let us now return to states of ghost number 2 only. We have already seen that the
inner product pairs unphysical states with pure gauge states by a non-degenerate matrix
and that the pure gauge states are orthogonal to themselves as well as physical states.
By adding appropriate linear combinations of pure gauge states and physical states to the
unphysical states we can ensure that the latter are orthonormal to the physical states and
unphysical states. Taking further linear combinations within physical states and within
unphysical states we can ensure that the physical states form an orthonormal basis and
that the pure gauge states and the unphysical states are paired in a one to one fashion.
Thus at any mass level the inner product matrix will have a block diagonal structure of
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the form
I =
 II
I
 (3.4)
where I denotes identity matrix of appropriate dimensions. The first set of rows/columns
stand for pure gauge states, the second set of rows/columns stand for unphysical states
and the last set of rows/columns stand for physical states. At non-zero momentum, it is in
fact possible to choose a basis satisfying this requirement with physical states of the form
|α〉 = c1c¯1|Φα〉 (3.5)
where Φα are dimension (1,1) primary in the matter sector satisfying
〈α|β〉 ≡ 〈Φα|c−1c¯−1c0c¯0c1c¯1|Φβ〉BPZ = δαβ . (3.6)
Physical states of the form (3.5) are dimension zero primaries and hence transform as
scalars under conformal transformation.
So far we have reviewed well known results, but now we shall make a small jump and
discuss the off-shell continuation of these results. At a given mass levelm we can go off-shell
(satisfying the two conditions mentioned at the beginning of this section) by deforming the
momentum k such that k2+m2 is deformed away from zero. We shall require the deformed
basis to still satisfy the inner product structure described in (3.4), but will need to relax
the various other requirements by terms of order (k2+m2). For example if we take a state
|s〉 of ghost number 1 that is annihilated by b0, b¯0 and (L0 − L¯0), and apply the BRST
charge QB on it, the resulting state will not be annihilated by b0 and b¯0. The part that is
not annihilated by b0 and b¯0 is given by (c0+ c¯0)L0|s〉 = 14(k2+m2)(c0+ c¯0)|s〉. Hence the
off-shell ‘pure gauge’ states will have to be defined as QB|s〉− 14(k2+m2)(c0+ c¯0)|s〉. These
are not annihilated by QB but under the action of QB give states proportional to (k
2+m2).
Similarly physical states will now be defined by first continuing the momentum off-shell
and then by adding appropriate linear combination of unphysical states proportional to
(k2 + m2) so that they remain orthonormal to the pure gauge states. These will only
be BRST invariant up to terms of order (k2 + m2) and transform under a conformal
transformation as scalars up to terms of order (k2 +m2). Similar procedure can be used
to define the unphysical states off-shell so that they remain orthogonal to physical states
and themselves.
We shall denote by |α〉p, |s〉g and |s〉u an appropriate basis of off-shell physical, pure
gauge and unphysical states at mass level m, satisfying the identities
p〈α|β〉p=δαβ, g〈r|s〉u = u〈r|s〉g = δrs, p〈α|s〉u=p〈α|s〉g=0, g〈r|s〉g=u〈r|s〉u = 0 .
(3.7)
Note that this preserves the inner product matrix I given in (3.4). We shall see that at
higher loop order we need to redefine the physical, unphysical and pure gauge states by
making a further rotation of the basis.
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3.2 Off-shell amplitudes
In this subsection we shall describe the construction of off-shell amplitudes in string theory
following [32], which in turn was inspired by bosonic string field theory [33] and other
earlier work (e.g. [34, 35]). In order to define off-shell amplitudes in string theory we need
to introduce local coordinate system around the punctures on the Riemann surface where
the vertex operators are inserted [34] (see also [36–39]). Let us denote by z a reference
coordinate system on a Riemann surface, possibly consisting of several coordinate charts.
Let zi denote the location of the i-th puncture in the z-coordinate system and wi denote
the local coordinate system around the i-th puncture, related to z by some functional
relation z = fi(wi) such that the wi = 0 point gets mapped to z = zi: fi(0) = zi. Then
the contribution to the n-point off-shell amplitude from the genus g Riemann surfaces can
be expressed as ∫
Mg;n
〈
n∏
i=1
fi ◦ Vi(0) × ghost insertions
〉
, (3.8)
where f ◦ V (0) denotes the conformal transformation of the vertex operator V by the
function f(w), the correlator 〈 〉 is evaluated in the reference z-coordinate system and∫
Mg;n
denotes integration over the moduli space of Riemann surfaces of genus g with
n punctures with appropriate measure. A detailed description of how to construct the
integration measure (or equivalently the rules for inserting b-ghosts into the correlation
function) for a given choice of local coordinate system can be found in [33, 34]. The off-
shell amplitudes defined this way depend on the choice of local coordinate system wi but
are independent of the choice of the reference coordinate system z.
We shall work with a class of local coordinate systems satisfying the following proper-
ties:6
1. The local coordinate system is taken to be symmetric in all the puncture, ı.e. the
function fi(w) should depend on i only via the location zi of the puncture.
2. On 3-punctured sphere and 1-punctured tori the choice of the local coordinate sys-
tem is arbitrary subject to condition 1. We declare all 3-punctured spheres and
1-punctured tori to be one particle irreducible (1PI) contributions to genus zero 3-
point amplitudes and genus one 1-point amplitudes respectively.
3. We can construct a set of 4-punctured spheres by gluing a 3-punctured sphere with
another 3-punctured sphere at one each of their punctures by the plumbing fixture
procedure
w1w2 = e
−s+iθ 0 ≤ θ < 2π, 0 ≤ s <∞ . (3.9)
6We note that the choice of local coordinates which appear in the Siegel gauge amplitudes in closed
bosonic string field theory of [33] automatically satisfies these requirements. Thus all our subsequent
discussions hold for this theory. In particular our analysis shows that the renormalized physical masses
are the same in different versions of closed string field theory using different vertices satisfying Batalin-
Vilkovisky equations. Since these different versions are related to each other by field redefinitions together
with a change in the gauge fixing condition [40] this indirectly tests gauge invariance of the renormalized
physical masses in closed string field theory.
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Here w1 and w2 are the local coordinates at the punctures used for gluing. We choose
the local coordinates on these 4-punctured spheres to be the ones induced from the
local coordinates on the original 3-punctured spheres [41, 42], and declare the con-
tribution from these 4-punctured spheres to off-shell four point amplitudes to be the
one particle reducible (1PR) contributions to the genus zero four point amplitudes.
On the rest of the genus zero four punctured Riemann surfaces we choose the local
coordinate system arbitrarily subject to condition 1 and continuity and declare them
to be 1PI contributions to genus zero four point amplitude. We shall use a shorthand
notation calling the corresponding Riemann surfaces 1PI Riemann surfaces. Simi-
larly by gluing a 3-punctured sphere to a 1-punctured torus we can generate a set
of 2-punctured tori. We choose the local coordinates on these 2-punctured tori to
be the ones induced from the local coordinates of the 3-punctured sphere and the
1-punctured torus, and declare their contribution to be the 1PR contribution to the
genus one 2-point function. On the rest of the 2-punctured tori we choose the local
coordinates arbitrarily subject to condition 1 and the requirement of continuity, and
declare them to be 1PI contribution to the genus one 2-point amplitude.
4. We now repeat this process to Riemann surfaces of higher genus and/or higher number
of punctures. At any stage, Riemann surfaces which can be obtained by gluing two
or more 1PI Riemann surfaces to each other using the plumbing fixture procedure are
declared to be contributions to 1PR amplitudes and on these Riemann surfaces the
choice of local coordinates is induced from the local coordinates of the 1PI Riemann
surfaces which have been glued. The rest of the Riemann surfaces are declared as 1PI
contributions and the local coordinates at the punctures on these Riemann surfaces
can be chosen arbitrarily subject to condition 1 and continuity.
We shall call the choice of local coordinates satisfying the criteria described above ‘gluing
compatible local coordinate system’. In the language of string field theory this has been
called off-shell factorization, — a brief discussion and relevant references can be found
in [43].
For our analysis it will also be useful to introduce the notion of amplitudes which are
1PI in a given momentum k, where k is the sum of a subset of the momenta carried by the
external states of that amplitude. Riemann surfaces 1PI in the leg carrying momentum
k are defined to be those Riemann surfaces which cannot be obtained by gluing two or
more 1PI or 1PR Riemann surfaces at punctures carrying momenta k and −k. Thus
this set of Riemann surfaces include the usual 1PI Riemann surfaces but also many 1PR
Riemann surfaces which are obtained by gluing two or more 1PI Riemann surfaces at
punctures carrying momenta other than k or −k. The total contribution to an amplitude
1PI in momentum k is then obtained by integrating over the moduli spaces of all Riemann
surfaces which are 1PI in momentum k.
As an example consider genus one 2-point function with external vertex operators
carrying momentum k and −k. This receives contribution from 1PI Riemann surfaces and
also 1PR Riemann surfaces obtained by gluing 1-punctured torus to 3-punctured sphere.
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+ + + · · ·1PI 1PI 1PI
Figure 1. Pictorial representation of eq. (3.11).
However all of these are counted as 1PI in the momentum k since the 1PR Riemann surfaces
are obtained by gluing punctures carrying zero momentum, and not momentum ±k.
3.3 Off-shell amplitudes from 1PI amplitudes
As we shall now discuss, the off-shell amplitudes constructed with the help of such choice of
local coordinates can be organized in the same way that the full amplitudes in a quantum
field theory can be organized as sums over tree level Feynman diagrams with 1PI amplitudes
as vertices. As in [32] we begin our discussion with the propagator. We shall work with
general off-shell string states of ghost number 2, as defined in section 3.1. If ±k denote
the momenta carried by the external legs, then let F̂ be the contribution to the off-shell
two point amplitude from Riemann surfaces which are 1PI in momentum k. This includes
sum over different genera starting from genus 1. As discussed in [32], this can be regarded
as a map from H ×H to C where H denotes the Hilbert space of off-shell states of ghost
number two as defined in section 3.1, but using the duality between ghost number two and
ghost number four states by the BPZ inner product we can also regard this as a map from
states of ghost number two to states of ghost number four which are annihilated by c0 and
c¯0. We can include a further action by b¯0b0 to regard F̂ as a map from H to H. This is
the viewpoint we shall adopt from now. The factor of b¯0b0 in fact arises naturally in the
tree level propagator of the string, which after being stripped of this factor, has the form
∆ =
1
4π
∫ ∞
0
ds
∫ 2pi
0
dθ e−s(L0+L¯0)eiθ(L0−L¯0) =
1
2(L0 + L¯0)
δL0,L¯0 . (3.10)
With this convention the full propagator is given by
Π = ∆+∆F̂∆+∆F̂∆F̂∆+ · · · = ∆(1− F̂∆)−1 = (1−∆F̂)−1∆ . (3.11)
Pictorially this contribution can be represented as in figure 1 with the horizontal line
denoting ∆ and the blob marked 1PI denoting the contribution F̂ from the Riemann
surfaces that are 1PI in momentum k.
If F is the full off-shell two point function, then F and Π are related by
Π = ∆+∆F∆ . (3.12)
Also F and F̂ are related by
F = F̂ + F̂∆F̂ + · · · = F̂(1−∆F̂)−1 = (1− F̂∆)−1F̂ = F̂ + F̂(∆−1 − F̂)−1F̂ . (3.13)
Like F̂ , F , Π and ∆ can be regarded as maps from H to H.
As described in [32], we can use (3.13) to define F̂ in terms of F . At genus one
F̂ = F . Starting with this, we define F̂ at genus two so as to satisfy (3.13) up to genus
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k
1PI1PI
k1
k2
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ℓ1
ℓ2
ℓn
Figure 2. Pictorial representation of the second terms on the right hand sides of eq. (3.14). Here
1PI means sum of contributions which are 1PI in the leg carrying momentum k, whereas Full means
sum of all contributions to the 2-point function shown in figure 1.
two. Physically the contribution to F̂ at genus two is given by integrating over those
Riemann surfaces which cannot be obtained by plumbing fixture of a pair of genus one
Riemann surfaces. This definition of course depends on the choice of local coordinates at
the punctures that we use to glue the two genus one Riemann surfaces. This procedure
can be continued to define F̂ at higher orders.
As another example let us consider an m+n point amplitude Γ with external momenta
k1, · · · km, ℓ1, · · · ℓn satisfying
∑m
i=1 ki = −
∑n
j=1 ℓj = k, and other quantum numbers
a1, · · · am, b1, · · · bn. Our goal is to express the amplitude in a way that makes manifest the
poles in the momentum k. For this we introduce two auxiliary quantities: Γa1 describing
the contribution to (m+1)-point functions with external states carrying quantum numbers
a1, · · · am, a and momenta k1, · · · km, −k and Γb2 describing the contribution to (n + 1)-
point functions with external states carrying quantum numbers b1, · · · bn, b and momenta
ℓ1, · · · ℓn, k. Here the quantum numbers a and b run over all off-shell string states of ghost
number 2. Note that we have not explicitly exhibited the dependence of Γ1 on the indices
a1, · · · am and momenta k1, · · · km for brevity; a similar comment holds for Γ2. We shall also
introduce the quantities Γ̂a1 and Γ̂
b
2 which describe contributions to Γ
a
1 and Γ
b
2 from those
Riemann surfaces which are 1PI in the leg carrying momentum k (in the sense described
at the end of section 3.2). Then the full contribution to Γ can be expressed as
Γ = Γ̂ + Γ̂a1IacΠcbΓ̂b2
= Γ̂ + Γ̂T1 I∆(1− F̂∆)−1Γ̂2
= Γ̂ + Γ̂T1 I(1−∆F̂)−1∆Γ̂2 , (3.14)
where Γ̂ represents contributions to Γ which are 1PI in the leg carrying momentum k and I
is the inner product matrix (3.4) over the full space of off-shell string states. The equality
between different expressions on the right hand sides of (3.14) follows from (3.11). A
pictorial representation of the second term on the right hand side of the first line of (3.14)
has been shown in figure 2
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4 Physical state propagator in string theory
In this section we shall generalize the gauge theory analysis of section 2 to give an iterative
procedure for constructing physical state propagator in string theory. From this we can
compute the masses of physical states.
4.1 Renormalized propagator at a given mass level
Since string theory contains infinite number of states, the quantities Π, ∆, F and F̂
introduced in section 3.3 are all infinite dimensional matrices. Our first step will be to
‘integrate out’ all states except the ones at mass level m so that we can work with finite
dimensional matrices with rows and columns labelled by states at mass level m.7 For this
we denote by PT the total projection operator at mass level m,
PT = {|α〉p p〈α|+ |s〉g u〈s|+ |s〉u g〈s|} , (4.1)
and define
∆¯ = ∆− (k2 +m2)−1PT , (4.2)
F¯ = F̂ + F̂∆¯F̂ + · · · = F̂(1− ∆¯F̂)−1 = (1− F̂∆¯)−1F̂ = F̂ + F̂(∆¯−1 − F̂)−1F̂ , (4.3)
where F̂ has been defined in section 3.3. It is clear from the definition of ∆¯ and F̂ that
their genus expansions do not have any poles at k2 = −m2. Hence F¯ defined in (4.3) also
does not have such poles. From (3.13), (4.3) we get
F = F¯{1− (k2 +m2)−1PT F¯}−1 = {1− F¯ (k2 +m2)−1PT }−1F¯ . (4.4)
We now define
VT = PT I ΠPT , F˜T = PT I F¯PT , FT = PTIFPT , (4.5)
where Π has been defined in (3.11). Physically FT denotes the two point amplitude re-
stricted to external states of mass level m, F˜T is the contribution to FT that is 1PI in
momentum k after integrating out all states other than those at mass level m, and VT
denotes the off-shell two point Green’s function restricted to external states of mass level
m. It follows from (4.4), (4.5) that
FT = F˜T (1− (k2 +m2)−1IF˜T )−1,
VT = (k2 +m2)−1IPT + (k2 +m2)−2 FT = PT {(k2 +m2)I − F˜T }−1 , (4.6)
where it is understood that the inverse on the right hand sides is being taken in the finite
dimensional subspace of mass level m states only. We shall label the matrices F˜T and VT as g〈r|F˜T |r′〉g g〈r|F˜T |s′〉u g〈r|F˜T |α′〉pu〈s|F˜T |r′〉g u〈s|F˜T |s′〉u u〈s|F˜T |α′〉p
p〈α|F˜T |r′〉g p〈α|F˜T |s′〉u p〈α|F˜T |α′〉p
 and
 g〈r|VT |r′〉g g〈r|VT |s′〉u g〈r|VT |α′〉pu〈s|VT |r′〉g u〈s|VT |s′〉u u〈s|VT |α′〉p
p〈α|VT |r′〉g p〈α|VT |s′〉u p〈α|VT |α′〉p

(4.7)
7Throughout this paper we shall denote by states at mass level m all states which have tree level mass
m, ı.e. states which are annihilated by L0 and L¯0 when k
2 = −m2.
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respectively.
VT and F˜T and the inner product matrix I are the exact analogs of the corresponding
quantities defined in section 2. In particular the genus expansion of F˜T is free from any
poles at k2 = −m2 at every order. In section 4.3 we shall generalize the procedure of
section 2 to construct the propagator of physical states.
One point worth emphasizing is that for our analysis we do not really need the gluing
compatibility condition discussed in section 3.2 to be valid for the whole range 0 ≤ s <
∞ with s defined in (3.9); it is sufficient if the compatibility condition holds in a small
neighborhood of degeneration points, e.g. for s ≥ s0 for some constant s0. One way to see
this is that we can rescale all the local coordinates wi to bring the range s ≥ s0 in (3.9)
to s ≥ 0. This will have the effect of rescaling all the off-shell amplitudes by some power
of e−s0(k
2+m2). But we can also proceed with the original choice of local coordinates and
repeat the whole analysis by changing the definition of 1PI and 1PR amplitudes so that
two or more 1PI amplitudes glued together using (3.9) for s ≥ s0 are now declared as
1PR. We also have to modify the definition of ∆ given in (3.10), with the integral over s
now running from s0 to ∞. This will produce a multiplicative factor of e−s0(L0+L¯0) in the
definition of ∆. But the rest of the analysis is not affected by this. In particular we can
continue to define ∆¯ and F¯ via eqs. (4.2) and (4.3). The contribution to ∆¯ from states of
mass level m now gives PT (k
2 +m2)−1(e−s0(k
2+m2)/2 − 1). Since this does not have a pole
at (k2 +m2) = 0, ∆¯ and F¯ will continue to be free from poles at k2 +m2 = 0.
4.2 An alternate definition of F˜T
The definition of F˜T given in section 4.1 looks complicated, since we first need to define
the 1PI amplitudes F̂ , then construct F¯ via (4.3) and finally project onto the mass level m
sector as in (4.5). In particular the definition of F̂ requires dividing up the moduli space of
Riemann surfaces into 1PI and 1PR parts. Since F˜T will play a crucial role in the definition
of the physical renormalized mass, we shall now give an alternate definition of F˜T which
does not require us to explicitly identify the 1PI subspace in the moduli space of Riemann
surfaces. For this we note from (4.6) that
F˜T = FT (1 + (k
2 +m2)−1IFT )−1
= FT − FTI(k2 +m2)−1FT + FTI(k2 +m2)−1FTI(k2 +m2)−1FT + · · · . (4.8)
Now FT has a simple interpretation since it denotes the full off-shell 2-point function
restricted to mass level m. Thus we can regard (4.8) as the definition of F˜T . In this way
of defining F˜T we never have to divide the contribution to an amplitude into 1PI and 1PR
parts. The only price we pay is that from (4.8) it is not obvious that F˜T is free from poles
at k2 +m2 = 0, since each term on the right hand side of (4.8) does contain such poles.
Nevertheless our previous arguments guarantee that all such poles cancel.
It may seem that F˜T defined this way requires less information than in the earlier
definition, but this is not the case. The definition of F˜T requires information on the choice
of local coordinate system, which in turn completely fixes the division of the amplitudes
into 1PI and 1PR parts. Thus even though we do not explicitly use this division in defining
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F˜T , the data used in the construction of F˜T is sufficient to determine the division of an
amplitude into 1PI and 1PR parts.
The definition of F˜T given in this subsection will be useful when we generalize the
analysis to super and heterotic string theories.
4.3 Renormalized physical state propagator and masses
Following the analysis of section 2.2 we now seek a change of basis
|α〉′p = Aβα|β〉p+Bsα|s〉g+Csα|s〉u, |r〉′g = |r〉g+Dβr|β〉p, |r〉′u = |r〉u+Kβr|β〉p , (4.9)
such that the following conditions hold
′
p〈α|β〉′p = δαβ , ′p〈α|s〉′u = ′p〈α|s〉′g = ′u〈r|β〉′p = ′g〈r|β〉′p = 0 , (4.10)
and
′
p〈α|F˜T |s〉′u = ′p〈α|F˜T |s〉′g = ′u〈r|F˜T |β〉′p = ′g〈r|F˜T |β〉′p = 0 . (4.11)
We now substitute (4.9) into (4.10), (4.11) and use (3.7) to get8
(A†A+B†C + C†B)αβ = δαβ, (D
†A+ C)rα = 0, (K
†A+B)rα = 0 ,
u〈r|F˜T |α〉pAαβ + u〈r|F˜T |s〉gBsβ + u〈r|F˜T |s〉uCsβ + (K†)rγ p〈γ|F˜T |α〉pAαβ
+(K†)rγ p〈γ|F˜T |s〉gBsβ + (K†)rγ p〈γ|F˜T |s〉uCsβ = 0
g〈r|F˜T |α〉pAαβ + g〈r|F˜T |s〉gBsβ + g〈r|F˜T |s〉uCsβ + (D†)rγ p〈γ|F˜T |α〉pAαβ
+(D†)rγ p〈γ|F˜T |s〉gBsβ + (D†)rγ p〈γ|F˜T |s〉uCsβ = 0 . (4.12)
Let us first count the number of independent variables and the number of independent
equations. The number of real components in the variables Aαβ , Bsα, Csα, Dβr and
Kβr are
2n2p + 4× 2npng , (4.13)
where np is the number of physical states and ng = nu is the number of pure gauge /
unphysical states at mass level m. On the other hand the number of independent equations
can be counted as follows. Since both sides of the first equation in (4.12) are hermitian
matrices, this gives n2p real equations, whereas each of the rest gives 2npng real equations.
Thus the total number of equations is
n2p + 4× 2npng . (4.14)
Thus we see that we have n2p extra variables compared to the number of equations. This
can be traced to the freedom of multiplying A, B and C by a unitary matrix from the
right which is a symmetry of the equations (4.12) (and represent the freedom of a unitary
rotation in the subspace of physical states |α〉′p). Up to this freedom we can determine the
matrices A, · · ·K by solving (4.12).
8We seek a change of basis that is real in the position space. In momentum space this implies that
changing the momentum from k to −k has the effect of complex conjugating the coefficients Aαβ , · · ·Kβr.
This has been used in (4.12).
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We shall now describe an iterative procedure for solving these equations. For this we
note that the leading (genus one) contribution to F˜T satisfies the property
p〈α|F˜T |s〉g ∼ λ (k2+m2), g〈r|F˜T |s〉g ∼ λ (k2+m2), g〈r|F˜T |β〉p ∼ λ (k2+m2) , (4.15)
where λ now stands for the genus expansion parameter given by the square of the string
coupling. These properties follow from the fact that at genus one F˜T includes the full
contribution to the torus two point function. Representing a pure gauge state as QB|n〉
plus a term of order (k2 +m2), deforming the contour of integration of the BRST current
so that it acts on the other vertex operator, and then using that fact that acting on an
off-shell physical or pure gauge state QB gives a term proportional to (k
2+m2), we arrive
at (4.15). This in turn allows us to look for solutions where at order λ0,
A,B,K ∼ 1, C,D ∼ (k2 +m2) . (4.16)
The solution to order λ0 and leading order in k2 +m2 are given by
Aαβ = δαβ +O(k2 +m2),
C = −D† +O(k2 +m2),
B = −K† +O(k2 +m2),
λ−1{δβγu〈r|F˜T |s〉g−δrsp〈γ|F˜T |β〉p}K†sγ = λ−1u〈r|F˜T |β〉p+O(k2+m2)
λ−1{δβγg〈r|F˜T |s〉u−δrsp〈γ|F˜T |β〉p}D†sγ = λ−1g 〈r|F˜T |β〉p+λ−1g〈r|F˜T |s〉gBsβ+O((k2+m2)2).
(4.17)
This gives a sensible solution satisfying (4.16) provided the npng × npng matrix
Srβ,sγ ≡ λ−1{ u〈r|F˜T |s〉g δβγ − p〈γ|F˜T |β〉p δrs}, (4.18)
is invertible. Starting with this solution we can solve for the matrices A,B,C,D,K itera-
tively in powers of the genus expansion parameter λ and (k2+m2) exactly as in section 2.
As long as the matrix defined in (4.18) is invertible, the coefficient of λn for any n is free
from poles near k2 = −m2. Physically, invertibility of Srβ,sγ is the condition that the
degeneracy between the masses of physical states and the unphysical / pure gauge states
is lifted at one loop order. If this condition fails then we need to go to higher order in
perturbation theory to lift the degeneracy. We expect that in principle there should be
no difficulty in carrying out this procedure, although in practice the analysis is likely to
become more complicated.
The coefficients A, · · ·K satisfying (4.12) ensures, via eqs. (4.9)–(4.11) that the matri-
ces I and F˜T expressed in the primed basis have block diagonal form, with no cross terms
between the states |α〉′p and (|r〉′u, |r〉′g). As in section 2 we define
F˜αβ(k) =
′
p〈α|F˜T |β〉′p . (4.19)
Then the propagator restricted to the modified physical sector is given by
Vαβ ≡ ′p〈α|VT |β〉′p =
(
(k2 +m2 − F˜ (k))−1
)
αβ
. (4.20)
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From here onwards we proceed as in [32]. We can diagonalize F˜ (k) as
F˜ (k) = U(k)F˜d(k)U(k)
†, U(k)† = U(k)−1 = U(−k)T , (4.21)
so that we have
V = U(k)(k2 +m2 − F˜d(k))−1U(k)† . (4.22)
We can now determine the solutions to the equation k2 + m2 − F˜d(k) = 0 iteratively
for each of the diagonal entries of F˜d(k), starting with k
2 = −m2 as the leading order
solution. This gives the physical masses. Let M2p denotes the diagonal matrix with the
diagonal elements being equal to the squares of the physical masses. Then we can express
(k2 +m2 − F˜d(k))−1 as
Xd(k)(k
2 +M2p )
−1 , (4.23)
where Xd(k) is a diagonal matrix which has no poles near k
2 = −m2. Eq. (4.22) now
allows us to express the physical propagator Vαβ as
V = Z1/2(k)(k2 +M2p )−1Z1/2(−k)T , Z1/2(k) ≡ U(k)Xd(k)1/2 . (4.24)
In section 6 we shall argue that the squares of the physical masses given by the diago-
nal elements of M2p do not depend on the choice of local coordinates at the punctures,
although the wave-function renormalization matrix Z1/2(k) does depend on the choice of
local coordinates.
Finally we would like to note that since Bsα is of order unity, the corrected physical
state |α〉′p differs from the tree level physical state |α〉p by a pure gauge state with coefficient
of order unity. Thus even in the λ→ 0 limit, |α〉′p does not approach |α〉p.
4.4 Renormalized masses in the unphysical / pure gauge sector
We shall now briefly describe the computation of the renormalized masses in the unphysical
/ pure gauge sector by generalizing the procedure described in section 2.4. For this we define
I ′ =
(
′
g〈r|s〉′g ′g〈r|s〉′u
′
u〈r|s〉′g ′u〈r|s〉′u
)
, F˜ ′ =
(
′
g〈r|F˜T |s〉′g ′g〈r|F˜T |s〉′u
′
u〈r|F˜T |s〉′g ′u〈r|F˜T |s〉′u
)
. (4.25)
Then the renormalized mass2’s in the unphysical / pure gauge sector will be given by the
zeroes of the eigenvalues of the matrix
(k2 +m2)I ′ − F˜ ′(k) , (4.26)
in the complex −k2 plane. To evaluate the order λ correction to these masses, we shall
assume as in section 2.4 that k2 +m2 is of order λ when −k2 is equal to the renormalized
mass2 and keep terms in (4.26) up to order λ. Using (4.9), (4.15) and (4.17) one finds that
to order unity
′
g〈r|s〉′g = 0, ′g〈r|s〉′u = ′u〈r|s〉′g = δrs, (4.27)
and to order λ,
′
g〈r|F˜T |s〉′g = 0, ′g〈r|F˜T |s〉′u = g〈r|F˜T |s〉u, ′u〈r|F˜T |s〉′g = u〈r|F˜T |s〉g . (4.28)
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Hence to order λ (counting k2 +m2 as order λ)
(k2 +m2)I ′ − F˜ ′(k) =
(
0 (k2 +m2) δrs − g〈r|F˜T |s〉u
(k2 +m2) δrs − u〈r|F˜T |s〉g (k2 +m2) ′u〈r|s〉′u − ′u〈r|F˜T |s〉′u
)
.
(4.29)
Using the fact that the vanishing of an eigenvalue of a matrix is equivalent to requiring
the vanishing of its determinant, we see that the required condition is the vanishing of the
determinant of the upper right (or lower left) block. This in turn is equivalent to requiring
the vanishing of an eigenvalue of
(k2 +m2) δrs − g〈r|F˜T |s〉u (4.30)
as a function of −k2. Starting with this first order solution one can iteratively compute
higher order corrections to the renormalized mass2 in the unphysical / pure gauge sector
by looking for zero eigenvalues of (4.26).
4.5 Dependence on choice of local coordinates
An important question is: how do the physical masses depend on the choice of local
coordinates? We shall postpone a full discussion on this till section 6, but at this stage we
can derive the result at order λ. The locations of the physical mass squares are determined
by the zeroes of k2 +m2 − F˜d(k) in the −k2 plane. Let us focus on the one loop, ı.e. order
λ correction to the mass2. For this we need to determine the function F˜d(k) and hence
F˜ (k) to order λ at k2 = −m2. It follows from (4.9), (4.15), (4.17), (4.19) and the fact that
the leading contribution to F˜T is of order λ that to order λ and at k
2 +m2 = 0
F˜αβ = 〈α|F˜T |β〉 . (4.31)
At order λ this represents the full two point function of the tree level physical states |α〉 and
|β〉 on the torus. Since |α〉 and |β〉 are both dimension zero primaries at k2 = −m2, we see
that to this order F˜αβ at k
2 = −m2 is independent of the choice of local coordinates. Hence
the renormalized physical masses are also independent of the choice of local coordinates to
this order.
We can also consider the fate of the masses in the unphysical / pure gauge sector
under a change in the local coordinate system. To order λ the mass2’s in this sector
are given by the zeroes of the eigenvalues of the matrix (4.30) in the −k2 plane. Since the
matrix elements g〈r|F˜T |s〉u involve unphysical and pure gauge states, which are generically
not dimension zero primaries, we see that in the generic case the order λ contribution to
the masses of the unphysical and pure gauge states will depend on the choice of local
coordinates.9 Higher order contributions can correct these results but cannot cancel the
order λ corrections. This we conclude that the unphysical / pure gauge sector masses do
depend on the choice of local coordinate system.
9If the vertex operator involves ghost excitations then the integration measure provided by b-ghost
insertions also depend on the choice of local coordinates [33, 34].
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5 Poles of S-matrix elements of massless / BPS / special states
In this section we shall show that if we consider an S-matrix of external massless, BPS
and/or special states then the poles in this S-matrix in any channel are the same ones as
those which appear in the analysis of section 4.3.10 Let us denote by k the total momentum
carried in some particular internal channel, being equal to the sum of momenta of two or
more external states, and look for poles in the −k2 plane. Our starting point will be the
expression (3.14) for the (m+n)-point amplitude. The S-matrix elements are obtained from
this by multiplying this by appropriate renormalization factors on the external legs and
then setting the external momenta on-shell. Since multiplicative factors on the external
legs do not affect the locations of the poles in the k2 plane, we can directly use Γ to examine
these poles. Our interest will be to look for those poles which arise from states at mass
level m. For this it will be useful to ‘integrate out’ the states at other mass levels. With
this goal in mind, we define
Γ¯T1 I = Γ̂T1 I(1 + ∆¯F̂ + ∆¯F̂∆¯F̂ + · · · ) = Γ̂T1 I(1− ∆¯F̂)−1 ,
Γ¯2 = (1 + F̂∆¯ + F̂∆¯F̂∆¯ + · · · ) Γ̂2 = (1− F̂∆¯)−1 Γ̂2 , (5.1)
where ∆¯ has been defined in (4.2). We also define
Γ¯=Γ̂+Γ̂T1 I(∆¯+∆¯F̂∆¯+∆¯F̂∆¯F̂∆¯+· · · )Γ̂2=Γ̂+Γ̂T1 I∆¯(1−F̂∆¯)−1Γ̂2=Γ̂+Γ̂T1 I(1−∆¯F̂)−1∆¯Γ̂2 .
(5.2)
Using (3.14), (4.2), (4.3), (5.1) and (5.2) we now get
Γ = Γ¯ + Γ¯T1 I
{
1− (k2 +m2)−1PT F¯
}−1
PT (k
2 +m2)−1Γ¯2
= Γ¯ + Γ¯T1 IPT (k2 +m2)−1
{
1− (k2 +m2)−1F¯PT
}−1
Γ¯2
= Γ¯ + Γ¯T1 IPT (k2 +m2 − PT F¯PT )−1PT Γ¯2
= Γ¯ + Γ¯T1 VT Γ¯2 , (5.3)
where VT has been defined in (4.5). Now the genus expansions of Γ¯, Γ¯T1 and Γ¯2 are free
from poles at −k2 = m2. Thus the only poles near −k2 = m2 can come from the poles of
matrix VT . These are precisely the renormalized physical and unphysical squared masses
as discussed in section 4.
For later use, it will be useful to isolate the contribution from the physical states from
that of the unphysical and pure gauge states. For this we insert the projection operator
PT on both sides of VT on the right hand side of (5.3) using the identity PTVTPT = VT .
Now using (4.1) and (4.9), PT may be expressed as
PT =
∑
α
|α〉′p ′p〈α|+
∑
r,s
[
A˜rs|r〉′g ′g〈s|+ B˜rs|r〉′g ′u〈s|+ C˜rs|r〉′u ′g〈s|+ D˜rs|r〉′u ′u〈s|
]
, (5.4)
where A˜rs, B˜rs, C˜rs and D˜rs are constants which can be computed from (4.9), (4.12). The
first term on the right hand side of (5.4) describes the contribution from renormalized phys-
ical states whereas the other terms represent contribution from renormalized unphysical
and pure gauge states.
10This generalizes the result of [44] in the absence of mass renormalization.
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Let us now examine the residues at the poles in (5.3) at leading order in string pertur-
bation theory. First consider the residue at a physical pole. This is given by the products
of the components of Γ¯1 and Γ¯2 along the corresponding physical state |α〉′p. At the tree
level the relevant component of Γ¯1 is given by the contribution to the full (m + 1) point
tree amplitude with external states |α〉′p and m other massless / BPS / special states, and
similarly the relevant component of Γ¯2 is given by the contribution to the full (n+1) point
tree amplitude with external states |α〉′p and n other massless / BPS / special states. Since
in the leading order |α〉′p is given by a linear combination of tree level physical state |α〉p
and a pure gauge state, and since the pure gauge states decouple in the on-shell tree level
amplitude, we can replace |α〉′p by |α〉p in computing the leading order contribution to the
relevant components of Γ¯1 and Γ¯2. Thus in the leading order the residue at the physical
pole is given by the product of two tree level S-matrix elements — one with (m+1) external
states and the other one with (n + 1) external states. As long as these are non-zero, the
residue at the corresponding physical pole will be non-zero. Higher order contributions can
correct the residue but cannot make this vanish in perturbation theory. Thus even after
including higher order corrections, the corresponding physical mass2’s will appear as the
locations of the poles in the −k2 plane of the original S-matrix element involving (m+ n)
external massless / BPS / special states.
Let us now turn to the contribution from the unphysical / pure gauge states. It
follows from (4.9), (4.15), (4.17) and (5.4) that for k2 = −m2 and leading order in λ,
the coefficients D˜rs vanish. On the other hand the same equations show that in this
approximation |s〉′g = |s〉g. Thus the residue is given by a sum of products of appropriate
components of Γ¯1 and Γ¯2, and in each of these terms either the component of Γ¯1 or the
component of Γ¯2 (or both) is aligned along a tree level pure gauge state |s〉g. Thus this
factor is given by a tree level amplitude, one of whose external states is |s〉g and the other
states are on-shell massless / pure gauge / special states. Since this vanishes due to BRST
invariance, we conclude that at least at leading order in λ the unphysical states do not
contribute to the poles in the S-matrix elements of massless / BPS / special states.
Before concluding this section we would like to note that the various quantities which
appear in (5.3) — e.g. Γ¯, Γ¯T1 IPT , PT Γ¯2 etc. — can be defined without having to explicitly
identify the 1PI Riemann surfaces by following the same strategy as in section 4.2. For
example we have the relations
Γ¯T1 IPT = ΓT1 I (1− (k2 +m2)−1IF˜T )PT ,
PT Γ¯2 = (1− (k2 +m2)−1IF˜T )PT Γ2 ,
Γ¯ = Γ− ΓT1 I (k2 +m2)−1 (1− (k2 +m2)−1IF˜T )PT Γ2 . (5.5)
Since Γ, Γ1 and Γ2 are full amplitudes, their definitions do not require us to divide the
moduli space of Riemann surfaces into 1PI and 1PR parts. The definition of F˜T given in
section 4.2 also does not require this division. Thus Γ¯T1 IPT , PT Γ¯2 and Γ¯ defined via (5.5)
also do not require this divison. This observation will be useful when we generalize the
analysis to super and heterotic string theories.
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6 All order results
We shall now combine the results of section 4.5 and section 5 to prove some all order
results in a generic situation. For this we need to first explain what we mean by a generic
situation. The conditions under which our arguments will hold are listed below.
1. We assume that the degeneracies between physical and unphysical masses are lifted
at first order in perturbation theory. Otherwise our prescription of section 4 of
computing renormalized physical masses will have to be modified.
2. We have seen that to leading order the residue at a particular physical mass2 of
an S-matrix element of external massless / BPS / special states is proportional to
the product of S-matrix elements of two lower point tree level S-matrix elements
each of which contains, as one of the external states, the physical state whose mass
we are interested in. We shall assume that it is possible to choose the external
massless / BPS / special states of the original amplitude in such a way that both
these lower point S-matrix elements are non-vanishing at tree level. Had we restricted
the external states to be only massless or BPS states then this fails in some cases, as
was illustrated in [32]. (A particular example of this is the SO(32) spinor states of
ten dimensional SO(32) heterotic string theory; these cannot appear as one particle
intermediate states in the scattering of massless external states which are all in the
adjoint or singlet representation of SO(32).) However at present we do not know
of an example where it fails even after we allow as external states the special states
introduced in [32]. Once the residue at the pole can be made non-vanishing at leading
order, higher order corrections can modify the residue but cannot make it vanish in
perturbation theory.
3. We have seen in section 4.5 that the renormalized masses of unphysical / pure gauge
states do in general depend on the choice of local coordinates. We shall assume
that this is true in all cases, ı.e. there is no renormalized mass corresponding to
unphysical / pure gauge states which is accidentally independent of the choice of
local coordinates.
Next we shall combine the genericity assumption with some of the relevant results in
section 4.5, section 5 and ref. [32] to draw the following conclusions:
1. In a generic situation the renormalized masses of the unphysical / pure gauge states
depend on the choice of local coordinates.
2. It was shown in section 4.5 the renormalized masses of physical states do not depend
on the choice of local coordinates at least to order λ.
3. In a generic situation the mass2 of physical states appear as poles in the −k2 plane
of some S-matrix of massless / BPS / special states.
4. It was also shown near the end of section 5 that the unphysical /pure gauge states
do not contribute poles in the S-matrix of massless / BPS / special states at least to
leading order in λ.
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5. The S-matrix involving external massless / BPS / special states do not depend on
the choice of local coordinates to all orders in λ [32].
Let us now combine these results. Points 1 and 5 show, to all orders in λ, that the
unphysical / pure gauge states cannot appear as intermediate states in the S-matrix of
massless / BPS / special states. This is consistent with the leading order result mentioned
in point 4. On the other hand points 3 and 5 show, to all orders in λ, that the mass2 of
physical states cannot depend on the choice of local coordinates. This is consistent with
the leading order result described in point 2.
We can also extend this argument to prove the invariance of the S-matrix elements
of general external physical states under a change of local coordinates. For this we note
that as long as each of the external states have non-zero tree level amplitude with some
set of massless / BPS / special states, we can replace each of the massive, non-BPS and
non-special external physical states by the corresponding combination of massless / BPS
/ special states and examine the corresponding S-matrix for values of momenta where
the intermediate physical states of interest go on-shell. The desired S-matrix can then be
found by examining the residue at the pole.11 Since the S-matrix of massless / BPS /
special states is invariant under a change in the local coordinate system, its residues at
various poles must also be invariant under a change of local coordinates. This establishes
the invariance of the S-matrix elements involving general external physical states under a
change of the local coordinate system.
7 Generalizations to heterotic and super string theories
We shall now briefly discuss generalizations to heterotic and superstring theories. We shall
restrict our discussion to the Neveu-Schwarz (NS) sector, and work with picture number
−1 states. In this case the discussion of section 3 can be adapted with few changes:
1. The discussion in section 3.1 remains valid without any change.
2. In the analysis of section 3.2 we need to choose local superconformal coordinate sys-
tem (w, ξ) around every puncture for defining off-shell amplitudes, and fi◦Vi will label
the transform of the vertex operator Vi by the superconformal transformation fi that
relates the local coordinates near the i-th puncture to the reference superconformal
coordinates on the super Riemann surface. The detailed analysis of the integration
measure (ghost insertions) for off-shell amplitudes can be carried out by combining
the description of the measure for on-shell amplitudes in super and heterotic string
theories given in [1] with the description of the measure for off-shell amplitudes in
bosonic string theory given in [33, 34].
3. The gluing of two Riemann surfaces is implemented via the identification [1]
w1w2 = qNS , w2ξ1 = εξ2, w1ξ2 = −εξ1, ξ1ξ2 = 0, ε = ±
√−qNS , (7.1)
11If the physical state under consideration is unstable then this is the only way to define its ‘S-matrix’
since the state does not exist as asymptotic state.
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and we need to sum over both choices of the sign of ε, leading to GSO projection.
4. The choice of local superconformal coordinates should be compatible with gluing in
the same way as in the case of bosonic string theory. We shall also require that the
contours in the supermoduli space over which we integrate [1] should be compatible
with gluing. In particular this means that in situations where we can integrate out the
odd moduli at the expense of inserting picture changing operators [45, 46], the loca-
tions of the picture changing operators on the glued Riemann surface should be those
induced from the locations of the picture changing operators on the lower genus Rie-
mann surfaces which are being glued. A consistent super or heterotic string field the-
ory should automatically satisfy this property in a Siegel like gauge. Construction of
classical superstring field theory satisfying these requirements can be found in [47, 48].
5. We can now define F˜T following the procedure outlined in section 4.2. This avoids
having to divide the super Riemann surfaces into 1PI and 1PR surfaces, and directly
gives us the expression for F˜T in terms of the full off-shell two point function FT of
mass level m states. Similarly generalization of the analysis of section 5 can also be
carried out by defining Γ¯, Γ¯T1 IPT , PT Γ¯2 etc. as in (5.5) instead of in terms of 1PI
super Riemann surfaces.
The rest of the analysis can be carried out in a straightforward matter and we arrive at
the same conclusions as in the case of bosonic string theory.
The difficulty in the Ramond sector stems from the fact that there is no natural inner
product between states in the −1/2 picture since the inner product pairs states in the −1/2
picture to states in the −3/2 picture. Thus generalization of the analysis of section 3.1
will require us to work with picture number −1/2 and −3/2 states together. On the other
hand superstring perturbation theory naturally uses −1/2 picture vertex operators [1].
This seems to be a technical issue which needs to be addressed, possibly by introducing a
δ(γ0) in the definition of the inner product (3.1) so as to get a non-vanishing inner product
between two picture number −1/2 states. We hope to return to this issue in the future.
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